
Trading With The Trend

The 4Vo Indicator
Revisited

This simple time-testedindicator allows investors to tade
with the trend to achieve above-average returns.

s trend-following traders, we understand that
success depends on identifying and trading
with the price trend of the markets. We have
come to appreciate the saying that "the trend

is yourfriend." More than 20 years ago, Martin Zweig,
in his book Winning On Wall Street, featured a simple
indicator designed to help an investor follow the price
trend of the markets. Zweig called this the 4Vo indica-
tor. In his book he illustrated that for the 22-year period
ended late 1988, if an investor followed this indicator, a
modest $10,000 investment would have grown to more
than $23 3,000 ! This is an approxim ate I 5 Vo compounded
annual rate of return - a remarkable return that sisnifi-
cantly exceeded market returns.

But that was then. Due to changing market dynamics,
many indicators appear to work for a certain time and as
conditions change, the indicator loses its effectiveness
despite what backtesting results have shown.

This article revisits the 4Vo model and explores its ef-
fectiveness in current market conditions. Is this indicator
still relevant 20 years later? To find out, I developed a
trading model.

TH.N 4Vo INDICATOR
Often, the simplertheindicator, theeasierthe model is to
execute. It doesn' t get much simpler ! As Zweig shows in
his book, the 4Va indicator uses the Value Line Compo site
Index to generate the buy and sell signals. The Value
Line Composite is a collection of 1,700 companies that
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are equally weighted and covered in the Value Line
Investment Survey, a popular investment service.
This index consists primarily of mid-cap stocks
and is therefore more representative of underlying
market movements.

Fortunately, you only needto be concernedwith
the weekly close of this index:

A buy signal occurs only when the weekly close is at
least 4% higher than the previous week's close. A sell
signal occurs only when the weekly close is at least
4o/olower than the orevious week's close.

You only need to look at the Value Line index
once a week and perform the necessary calculation
to determine if any action needs to be taken. For
example, assume the weekly close of the index is
316.69. To initiate a trade, the index must close
the following week 12.67 points higher (buy) or
lower (sell). This is 47o hrgher or lower than the
previous weekly close.

If this does not happen, you do nothing. In
this case, let's assume the Value Line closes the
following week at 330. Since 330 is 4Vo htgher
than the prior week's close of 316.69, you will
initiate a buy. You would hold this position until
the index closes 4Vo or lower than the previous
week. Continuing with the example, assume the
market rallies and four weeks later the index is
now at 355. The next week, the index closes at
3 3 7. Since 331 is 4Vo less than the previous week's
close of 355, you exit your position. The result is
a gain of approximately 6Va. Now let's develop
the model.

by Michael J. Collins
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M0DEL SIGNALS (January 1, 2001-November 2, 2009) Trade symbol: IWM

SIGNAL SIGNAL ACTION
DATE DATE

o/o PROFIT TIME
Invested
(DaYs)

$1,000,000
grovrtth

IWM
BUY

Buy 111212001 111612001 96.50
Sell*** 311612001 311912001 89.00 -7.77% 62
9qy,_ 1|42991_ _4'16!,09\ eq.50 -1 6e% zB $s06,735.7s
Sell.** 611512001 611812001 98.50 8.84/0 63 $986,889.19
_Buy __ 9l2p-t?fd1 .-, 19ll?99\ _ _9_020 __,13-58?q__ 105 ___91,170€40.U
Sell.** 6n 12002 611012002 93.80 1 6.96% 252 $1 ,368,684.89
lyy _-,t01$l2nz __10121t2002 71.80 23.4s% 133 $1,689,698.41
Sell.*- 112412003 112712003 74.00 3,06% 98 $1,741,471.89
Btt, -_ _ 321.!L3__,_3Q4/29W _ ruLq,, _o.!yb _ 5_6__ _$t,74q.!gt qa
Sell*** 912612003 912912003 97 .25 31 .9b% 189 $2,307,255.48
Buv 10/3/2003 10/6/2003 102.20 -5.09% 7 $2,1 89,81 6.77
Sell*** 413012004 51312004 111.60 9.20o/o 210 $2,391,228-49
Brty__812012004 __9'232004_Wlf 1.917o-----_11?_- __$2,436,86;i.5il
Sell*** 1n ,2005 111012005 122.00 11.45% 140 92,715,792.80

_eg_5402001 512312005 l4 tg 0.53% 133 $2,730,262.19
Sell... 31212007 31512007 76.09.. 25.41o/. 651 $3,423,908,53
Buv __41lnw_ _21412008 72.54 4.67% _ a36____$!,E!!,091s3
Sell--* 21812008 211112008 69.66 -3.97"/o 7 $3,441,372.94
Buv 41412008 ___A112008 71.66 -287% 56 $3,342,568.09
Sell... 612712008 6/30/2008 69.86 -2.51o/. 84 $3,258,607.41
Buv 10/31/2008 11/3/2008 53.48 23.W" 126 $4,022,649,63
Sell*** f n12008 1111012008 51.74 -3.25fo 7 $3,891,770,60
Buy 1112812008 1?1112008 46.12 10.86% 21 94,s14,4s4.82
Sell--* 111612009 112012009 45.88 -0.52o/. 50 $4,292,042.98
Buv 2/6/2009 2/9/2009 46.79 -1.98% 20 $4,206,913.09
Sell... 211312009 211712009 43.00 -8.10% I $3,866,152.23
Buv 3fi312005 3/16/2009 39.81 7 .42% 27 $4.152.966.78
Sell.-. 511512009 511812009 48.30 21.33% 63 $5,038,640.94
Buv 5/2912009 6/1/2009 51.36 -6.349i, 14 $4,719,422.69
Sell**. 10/30/2009 fiU2009 56.63 10.26% 154 $5,203,678.09

TOTAL RETURN-
TT Model
Russ 2000 Index
S&P 500 Index

THB rnnuING MoDEL
This long/short model is mechanical in
nature. All buy/sell decisions are clearly
defined and based on price usingthe 470
indicator. The model will use theValue Line
index to generate the buy and sell signals.
The exchange traded fund (Ern) used for
trading purposes will be the Russell 2000
i-Share (Iwna). Iwu is extremely liquid,
trading more than 50 million shares daily.

Go long Iwlt on the buy signal and
hold the position until a sell signal occurs.
You then close the long position and initiate
a new short position at the opening the next
trading day. Again, the position is helduntilthe
next buy signal, at which time the position is
closed and a new long position is established.
The investor is either long or short the Iwu.
Remember, the buy/sell decisions are made
using the Value Line index and the trades are
executed using lwu.

The model results in this summary have
been backtested from 2001; that is the first
full year that i-Shares traded on the Russell
2000. For the purposes of this article, we
will refer to the model as the TT.

PBnnonvTnNCE SUMMARY
As Figure 1 illustrates, utilizing the TT
model produced interesting results. A hy-
pothetical $1 million has grown to more
than $5 million in approximately nine
years, producing a total return of more
than 400Vo. This equals an approximate
207o compounded annual rate of return
and compares favorably to the returns that
Zweig produced in his study more than2}
years ago.

Figure 2 summarizes the resultsproduced
by the model under three different condi-
tions. This allows you to see returns across
different risk parameters:

Scenario I (all trades).' Use all the
signals.

Scenario 2 (long only): Only go long
on the buy signals and exit on the
sell signals. Go to cash until the next
buy signal.

Scenario 3 (short only): Only sell short
on the model sell signals and close
position on the buy signals. The rest
of the time, remain in cash until the
next sell signal.

$1,000,000.00
$922,279.79

420.37o/"
16.59%
-21.52%

-Excludes dividend and interest earned -.Adjusted for 2-'l split June 2005 ---Sell/short

FIGURE 1: TRADII{G SlGl{AtS GEI{ERATEO BY THE TT M00Et. Here you see the growth of $1 million ol capital
Within a nine-year period, this model produced a total return of more than 400%.
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ldent l  fy i  ng
group rotation is essential I

Experienced traders know that identifying

group rotation in its early stages is extremely

valuable information -  and more than a

l i t t le tr icky. Enter Dynamic Trend prof i le.

With it 's proprietary group rotation screen,

you can ident i fy at a glance when a group rs

starting to rotate. Then with a click, you can

ident i fy the stocks trading in the direct ion

of the group's trend - al l  in real- t ime. This

critical piece of information is just one reason

Dynamic Trend Profile has taken the market

by storm, and a great reason for you to check

out a FREE onl ine l ive demo todav!

"The various industry groups
constantly rotate between strength
and weakness. Because the industry
group plays a major role in how a
stock performs, identifying group
rotation in real time is essential to

successful trading." . ,  ,
- Tom Joseph
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ldentify Real-Time group rotations
in the following markets:
US Stocks (102 industry groups)

Euro Stoxx 600 (18 industry groups)
Indian NSE Stocks (37 industry groups)
Australian Stocks (10 industry groups)

Saudi Arabia (8 industry groups)

FOREX (20 currency pairs )

FRFE l ive online demonstration at
metastock.com/dtsc48
or eontact a sales expert at

1-900-466-6209
Quickly identify when a group rotates
from weakness (red) to strength (blue)

'TFi!  r \  neirer d ,oi tc rar,o .o o.v o, spr dny 1/pe
0t ind^cra 'n, l  LTents, ro ,- !e-ded a .  - \es.ne"l
Ie.oTne_dd'ro-. .  A, l  i  ves renfLdoirq nvoves n ul ' ,orp
ruos a r  ar 1s's ot roleldry o-s. NO qtpRFSE\ A tON.s
BEI\C VADt I  hAr A\Y A!COUNT Wil  I  OR tS I  t \ tL/  'O
acHFvL pRof,T( oR Lossts \ ,MtLAq TO InOSt StOWN.
]N FACI THERE ARE FRIQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN HYPOTHET]CAt PERFORMANCE RESULTs OR
TESTIMONIALS AND THI ACTUAL RESULTS SUESEQUENTLY
ACHIEVED BY ANY PART]CULAR TRAD]NG PROGRAM.

r rp

j ODYNAMIC ffif \,_,,,tPRoFrLE i
%t **1*'*****i**r***ugffi*try?****r**o* '

I Designed for STOCKS, fTUTURES, FOREX, & OPTIONS I



SUMMARY All Trades SUMMARY 0nly buys ls
Test Period 8.84 years Test Period B,B4 years

Time in market 99% Time in market 63%

% Return model 420.37"/' % Return model 169.91%
% Return index 16.59% % Return index 16.59%

S&P 500 % return -21.520io S&P 500 % return -21.521"

Total Trades 29 Total Trades tc

Profitable 18 62.070/" Prof itable I 60.00%
Losses 11 37.93/" LUJJCJ o 40.00%

Average gain 12.76o/o Average gain 15 38%
Average loss '4.01T0 Average loss '4.351o

% Time in winning trades B9%

% Time in losing trades 11To

FIGURE 2: M0llEt RETUBT{S lt{ DIFFEREI{T SGEI{ARIOS (1fl2001-
112f2O0). Thefirst scenarjo uses alltrades, the second scenario uses
long signals only, and the third scenario uses short signals.

Several points are worth noting:

r In all three scenarios, the TT model performance results
significantly exceed the buy & hold index returns.

r The win/loss ratio is consistent across all scenarios, but
the winning trades are almost three times as large as the
losing trades. Interestingly, Zweig produced similarresults
using this indicator more than 20 years ago.

For more information circle No. 2
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ls the 4% indicator still
releyant 20 years later?

I Finally, the model seems
to hold winners and cut
losses quickly. On aver-
age, a losing trade was
held only 31 days, while
winning trades were held
more than four times lon-
ger (159 days).

Figure 3 shows the annual
returns of the TT model vs. the
Russell 2000 and Standard &
Poor's 500 indexes.

To summarize:

r The model produced 29
trading signals over the
past eight-plus years.

r The TT model produced
positive returns in every
year but one (2007). The
model underperformed
the S&P 500 in just two
ofthe last nine years.

r The worst year for the model was 2007. Investors expe-
rienced a -2.247o return.

r The timing model significantly outperformed in flat to
down markets. This was especially true in 200I,2002,
and 2008.

ANNUAT TT MODEL RETURNS VS. INDEX"
2001-09 (throu gh 11 lzl0sl

# Trades TT M0DEI RUSSELL 2000 S&P 500

2001
2002

40.59%
26.90%

4
z

1.03% -13.04%
-21.580/0 -23.37%

2003
2004

33.07To
21.43%

A

z

45.370/0 26.38%
17.00% 8.99%

2005
2006

4.15To
16.95%

z

0
3.32Yo 3.00%

17.00% 13.62To
2007
2008

-2.24o/o

34.18%

'l

7
-2.750/0 3.53%

-34.80V" -38.49%

2009 ytd 12.97o/o 12.87% 14.720/0

Standard
Deviation 14.33% 23.30Yo 20.60Yo

-Excludes dividend reinvestment

FIGURE 3: A]{]{UAI RETUBT{S 0F THE TT M00Et VS. THE lllDEXES. This model
produced almost 20 times the return of the respective benchmarks while incurring
lower risk.

Average days per trade 111

Average days in winning trade 159

Average days in losing trade 31
Longest trade (days held) ocl

Shortest trade (days held) 7

S&P 500 % return

10.14T0

Adv an c e d algorithm s de liv e r
low lagr low noise analysis.

Voted #1
2010 Readers' Choice Awards

Plug-ln Software Category

Als0 tot: AmjBroker, Wealth-Lab, MetaTrad€t Wavewige, Excel, Investor/RT, Bi0Comp Prolit, Ne0Ticker,
Tradecision, Tradingsolutions, MATLAB, Tradestation, Ninja Trader, esiqnal, Neuroshell Trader, Financial
Data Calculatot Genesis TradeNavigator and Tradersslud j0.



STGNAL ENTRY High or low Max. %
PRICE after entry drawdown

111612001 Buv 96.50 87.51 -9.32% 31512007 Sell 76.09 85.74 -12.68/"
_3/ig?001_-9ql qe.qo --11q0-_- --1,152q-- _ 4!QA99 ?t:t__l?.9! _-_@42*__!411e
411612001 Buy 90.50 88.75 -1.93% 211112008 Sell 69.66 72.24 .3.70t0
6/18/2001 Sell 98.50 102.40 -3.967o 41712008 Buv 71 ,66 68.23 -4.79"/o
Drtzoor guy - 80.20 7a.os 

- 
-2.68r" 

- 
6/30/2008 seir 69.86 

-86,05 
-2g.fi"to

_qq20q2___ Je! 94.55 -.80% 1 1/3/2008L Buy_ _!148* __{!ls _!.ltj4
1012112002 Buy 71.80 71.60 -0.[s% 

*11h07/ooa 
seii it.tq sti+ o.ooy"

112712003 Sell 74.00 75.00 -1.35% 121112008 Buv 46.12 41.96 -9.02%
stzqlzow-tsiy- ttn -7r95----2.si"r" 

ttzoizlos Seir 45.88 47.49 -3.51%

10/6/2003 Buy 102.20 100.28
51312004 Sell 111.60 118.08

-1.88% 2t17t2009
-5.81% 3t1612009

B.y _ _ 16.7L__4qq0_ --qLoZ"
Sell 43.00 43.62 -1.44%
Buy 39,81 38.43 -3.47%

The simple 4o/o
indicator has
stood the test
ol time.

Finally, the model signals
seem to have validity when
applied to other ETFs. Figure
5 shows performance retums
when the model signals
are applied to three other
indexes: the Nesoeq 100,
the S&P500, andthe Russell
3000. Without exception, the
model retums significantly
outperformed the respective
index returns.

93.80

929/2003* Sell 97.25 102.70 -5.602" 21912009

812312004 Buy 109,47 107.88
'1110/2005 Sell 122.00 129.28

l.qsu -anizooe 
Setr -+€io-- srso -a.gqdr"

-5.970/" 611/200e _Bg1_ \1 e _47?7 -7 e6%
512312005 Buv 121 .35 120,30 -0.87T" 111212009 Sell 56.63 62.44r
.Price as of 12131/09

FIGURE 4: ItBAWD0llllt{S PR0DUGED BY IHE TT M0DEL. For the 29 trading signals, the average percentage drawdown between srg-
nals was -5.02%. The median percentage drawdown between signals was -3.61%. The largest drawdown between signals was -23.17%,
occurring in 2008,

INDEX RETURNS"
1 11 12081 through 11 1212009

NASDAO 1OO s&P 500 Russell 3000

Trade symbol 0Q00
TT model returns 99.65% 101 .620/0 136.521o

Index returns -28.810/o -21.52% -16.88%

. Exclusive of dividend reinvestment

FIGURE 5: APPtYlllG THE TT MODEL T0 0THER |I{DEXES. Here you see the perfor-
mance returns when the model signals are applied to three other indexes: the NASDAQ
1 00, the S&P 500, and the Russell 3000. Without exception, the model returns significantly
outperformed the respective index returns.

I Finally, it appears investors experienced less risk (as
measured by standard deviation) by using the TT model
vs. buying and holding the indexes. In short, this model
produced almost 20 times the return of the respective
benchmarks while incurrins lower risk.

To further measure risk and volatility, Figure 4 shows the
maximum percentage (Vo) tnrealized Ioss an investor would
have been exposed to between signals (otherwise known as
drawdowns).

To summarize:

t For fhe 29 trading signals, the average percentage
drawdown between signals was -5.02Vo.

f The median percentage drawdown between signals
was -3.61Vo.

f The largest drawdown between signals was -23.1'77o,
occurrins in 2008.

CoNcr-usroN
The TT model signals are mechanical and based on price. The
strategy is clearly designed to keep the investor in tune with the
price trend of the market. All entry and exit signals are executed
according to the 4Vo model indicator, without regard to personal
biases. The results show that the model has been successful in
this pursuit. Given the results, the simple4Vo indicatorhas stood
the test of time, exhibiting a superior 4}-year track record.

Of course, past performance is not a guarantee of future re-
sults. At the least, the 4Vo indicator appears to be a helpful tool
to identify and trade with the trend.

Michael Collins has been in the securities industry for more
than 28 year.s. He currently is a senior vice president of invest-
ments and senior portfulio manager in the Pup program at
Uns Financial Services. For more inJormation on this or other
trading systems, he can be reached at m.collins@ubs.com or
by phone at 888 277-8607.
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I nterpretation, Application, P reference

Smoothing The Ride
With Moving Averages

There are many ways to smooth out fluctuations in the
movement oJ prices. So what's the best?

by Edward Donic

ecause ofthe daily volatility ofprices, investors use
many methods to smooth out these fluctuations
to analyze longer time frame trends in price
movements. Two common methods are the simple
moving average (Sv,+ or MA) and the exponential
moving average (Eue). Both are calculated for a
variety of time frames. They can also be combined
to create other indicators and sisnals. Which is

better? We will examine two frequently used time frames,
20 days and 50 days.
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Stupln MovING AvERAGE
The simple moving average for a particular number of days is
the sum of most recent closes for that number of days divided
by those days. After the close of trading, it is updated to include
today's data and the data of the oldest day is dropped. This
figure is plotted on charts to provide a smoother interpretation
of the direction of prices. In the case of the 20-day simple
moving average, it is calculated by adding the closing prices
of the last 20 days and dividing that total by 20. The 50-day
Sve is calculated by adding the closing prices of the last 50
days and dividing that total by 50.

ExpoNTxuAL N,IOVING AVERAGE
The calculation of the exponential moving average
less intuitive. It is calculated by taking a percentage
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